
Inventory drone 
solutions 

IDENTIFY INVENTORY 
ERRORS UPSTREAM 

BEFORE THEY BECOME COSTLY 
PROBLEMS DOWNSTREAM 

Darwin Drones - SAS au capital de 52 500 Euros - RCS Grenoble n° 905 304 952
Do not litter

THEY TALK ABOUT US

sales@eyesee-drone.com
+33 (0)9 67 73 34 45
www.eyesee-drone.com

REQUEST MORE INFORMATION

THEY TRUST US

AWARDS PARTNERS

The solution will save us from having 
to shut down the plant for three days 

to conduct the annual inventory 
and allows us to offer better service 
to our customers during this period.

Guillaume Bosselin 
Director of the logistics center, 

L’Oréal CAI

With our partner, we studied 
the positioning and the particularities 

of our storage racks in order to establish 
a precise flight plan and to program it 

on a tablet. The drone can thus operate 
on several hundred locations.

It guarantees the reliability of the stock 
and avoids production interruption.

Vincent Marlinge
Director of the Renault Trucks Pont & 

Essieux plant



Scannez vos emplacements à plus de 10 mètres de haut

Collectez des données de stocks fiables

Déployez la solution en quelques jours, sans modification de 
l’entrepôt, ni ajout d’infrastructures fixes

Compatible avec tous les WMS et ERP du marché.
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Collectez des données de stocks fiables

Déployez la solution en quelques jours, sans modification de 
l’entrepôt, ni ajout d’infrastructures fixes

Compatible avec tous les WMS et ERP du marché.

Increase your productivity: 
a 10x faster inventory process

Improve safety by reducing the risks 
associated with working at height

Reduce the material, 
human and financial resources 

required for inventory

Continue the activity during the inventories

MORE EFFICIENT 
THAN MANUAL INVENTORYTHE SOLUTION

An autonomous drone
●  Autopilot
●  3 ZEBRA barcode readers
●  Camera (real time video feedback 
     and HD photo taking)
●  360° anti-collision sensors 
     and obstacle detection

A tablet application for mission management 
and real-time video feedback.

A Cloud administration tool 
to manage mapping, data processing, 

reporting or even the management 
of a drone fleet.

A simple, pragmatic 
and efficient solution, 
created by logisticians 

for logisticians

EyeSee automates your stock 
counting and stock control operations 
thanks to a complete solution, quick 

and easy to implement

Scan your pallets up to 12,5 meters

Collect reliable inventory data

Deploy the solution in a few days, without 
modifying the warehouse or adding fixed 

infrastructure

Compatible with all WMS and ERP systems
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